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AMERICAN-BUILT 2WD UTILITY VEHICLE

LOCKING DIFFERENTIAL ADVANTAGE
Conditions can change in the blink of an eye. The trail you drove in
on this morning can become a swampy bog after a downpour. The
truth of the matter is that a lot of people don’t need a four-wheel
drive UTV for everyday use, but that doesn’t mean that traction
control isn’t sometimes a concern. A locking differential ensures
both rear tires are turning at the same speed to help keep you
moving forward. When traction isn’t an issue, leave the differential
open, allowing the rear wheels to turn at different speeds to reduce
digging and rutting in gravel or on your yard.

THE BEST COMBINATION OF DURATION AND COVERAGE IN THE INDUSTRY

We build UTVs at American LandMaster with the intention of our customers never needing to use a warranty, but we know
things can happen. The Easy Life Warranty from American LandMaster is a 12-month bumper-to-bumper limited warranty.
Does limited sound confusing? It isn’t. As long as you care for your machine like you should, don’t wreck it, or crush it,
or let it be attacked by unruly farm animals, we’re going to cover it. Except for tires, brake pads, batteries, damage,
neglect. That’s the limit. Visit AmericanLandMaster.com to learn more.

POWER

14hp | 429cc LandMAXX Kohler EFI air-cooled OHV single cylinder

SPEED

Up to 22 mph**

FUEL CONSUMPTION

Up to 20 mpg* *

RANGE

Up to 100 miles**

STARTING

12V keyed ignition with recoil backup

BATTERY

12V / 360 cca utility class

SPARK PLUG

NGK BPR6ES

FUEL CAPACITY

5.0 gal

ALTERNATOR

25 amp

TRANSMISSION

CVT automatic

TRANSAXLE

Gear drive Schafer/DANA oil-filled transaxle

DIFFERENTIAL

Locking

DRIVE

2 wheel drive

FRONT SUSPENSION

Double A-arms, adjustable shocks with up to 3” travel

Articulated rear swing arm, featuring quad adjustable shocks with up to 3” travel
REAR SUSPENSION
Unit shown with optional hood rack, LED light bar and steel bed.
6.25” Dual rear hydraulic drum, dual front hydraulic disks, operated parking brake
BRAKE SYSTEM

TIRES

25 x 8 - 12 (front) 25 x 10 - 12 (rear)

DIMENSIONS

110” L x 49” W x 78” H

WHEEL BASE

73.5”

TURNING RADIUS

7.5’ inside radius

DRY WEIGHT

907 lbs.

SHIPPING WEIGHT

1107 lbs.

BED MATERIAL

Structural foam “Poly Bed” with stake pockets

BED DIMENSIONS

35.25” L x 41.5” W x 11” D

BED CAPACITY

9.25 cu.ft. / 400 lbs.

REAR FLIP SEAT

Available as an option

TOWING CAPACITY

1100 lbs.

VEHICLE CAPACITY

900 lbs.

WARRANTY

3 year engine / All other 1 year limited

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

3pt lap/shoulder belts for driver and passenger, twin 12V auxiliary outlets for
accessories, 12V/18W LED headlights, polyurethane powder paint, 2” rear
receiver hitch, dump bed, bench seating, welded steel frame, headrests, under
seat storage

ACCESSORIZE AND PERSONALIZE

What can we make easier for you? Accessories are where you
make your LandStar model your own, allowing you to customize
your vehicle for the exact kind of work, or play, you’re doing.
Sound, lighting, cargo management, safety, and customization,
we’ve got accessory options for all of it.

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES:
WINCH | PLOW | FRONT RACK | BLUETOOTH SOUND
GUN RACK | LED LIGHTBAR | ENCLOSURE | CV GUARDS
SIDE MIRRORS | CUSTOM WHEELS | TURF TIRES
These accessories and more available at your local dealer or online.

EXTRA SEATING

Need to take a couple more people along? Any LandStar UTV can
be equipped with the flip-seat conversion, replacing the standard
poly bed with a steel bed and rear-facing flip seat. When not
being used, the seat folds down into storage, allowing the steel
dump bed to be used for cargo.

** Estimates. Actual top speeds, fuel consumptions and vehicle ranges may vary due to driving conditions, terrain, climate and other extenuating circumstances.

